Now that you've watched the film, some of its key themes can be discussed:
■ The importance of an independent media ■ Government relationships with the media ■ The role of the individual as a defender of civil liberties/freedoms Can you think of others?
The film raises issues through telling the story of Ed Murrow and his colleagues. His story provides an interesting backdrop for discussing these points.
COLD WAR AND GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD LUCK
The film is set during a period that sees the US ideologically opposed to Communist countries like the former USSR and China; this opposition was backed up with a mutual nuclear threat. The fear surrounding this threat in the US was extreme, and any behaviour or activity that was deemed to be threatening to the state was taken very seriously. This resulted in a climate of extreme paranoia -being branded as a communist or communist sympathiser was one of the worst possible things that could happen. It could result in individuals being ostracised, jobs being lost and it affected people from all walks of life.
The cultural impact of this paranoia can be explored through film genre theory. Considering genre from a functional approach we can consider some of the films made at the time. What is the functional approach? This means that examining a film's genre is not just about ticking off the elements that are likely to occur in a particular genre. For example, in westerns we might expect to see horses, a saloon, rifles, etc. The functional approach takes genre beyond this 'checklist' approach. It asks us to position films within the social and political context in which they were made. Filmmakers are part of the times in which they live, and influenced by them; functional theory examines how the ideas/concerns of their contemporary world appear in their work. So when considering films from this point of view genre isn't just about a range of items that signify a particular type of film, the film text also deals with, for example, the anxieties of the time.
For our purposes this deep fear of communism and the issues of who to trust and 'identification' of communists can be pointed to in a number of films made during this period, for example Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956) . The film looks at a sci-fi alien invasion; however, the aliens look just like everybody else. The same issue was raised with the paranoia about communism: how did you identify them? The extreme fear surrounding 'the enemy within' gave rise to slogans such as 'red under the bed', highlighting the personal and widespread perception of this fear. It is this climate that the events in Good Night, and Good Luck were a part of, and it is important to remember that this was a very real fear at the time.
During the Second World War Hollywood had produced films that were deliberately a part of the war effort, keeping the troops entertained at home and overseas with studios cooperating to provide entertainment involving some of their biggest stars. The McCarthy 'witch trial' looked for communists and communist sympathisers in all walks of life, and Hollywood was no exception. Hollywood produced some films under the direction of the government that were directly anti-communist, for example, Big Jim McLain (Ludwig, 1952) . However, the main issue as far as McCarthy was concerned was those films that contained messages that were sympathetic to communism in some way.
Hollywood was also home to some oppositional voices. Remember, being against HUAC and McCarthy's approach was not the same as being a communist but to be seen as un-cooperative was to be 'unamerican' and meant that you were often branded a communist and were under extreme pressure to name others. A group of actors and other people that worked in the film industry, writers, directors and so on, were black-listed and spoke out against this treatment, becoming some of the most high profile voices against McCarthy. This was a risky business and could mean an end to your career.
